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A nomogram integrating ferroptosis-  
and immune-related biomarker for prediction 
of prognosis and diagnosis in kidney renal 
clear cell carcinoma

Abstract. – OBJECTIVE: Approximately 60% 
of patients with kidney renal clear cell carcino-
ma (KIRC) die within the first 2-3 years. The prog-
nosis for patients with KIRC and its metastases 
is poor. Ferroptosis and providing immunity are 
novel treatment targets for several cancers, in-
cluding KIRC. Therefore, it is important to iden-
tify suitable ferroptosis- and immune-related sig-
natures to predict the prognosis and diagnosis of 
patients with KIRC. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The corre-
sponding data of patients with KIRC were ob-
tained from the Cancer Genome Atlas. Univariate 
and multivariate Cox regression analyses were 
used to screen candidate biomarkers in patients 
with KIRC. 

RESULTS: We found that four FI-DEGs (BID, 
MET, LTB4R, and HMOX1) were independently as-
sociated with the overall survival of patients with 
KIRC. The prognosis and diagnosis model con-
structed using these four biomarkers could pre-
dict the outcome of KIRC, as measured by the re-
ceiver operating characteristic analyses. 

CONCLUSIONS: We identified 4 FI-DEGs that 
could be used as biomarkers in patients with 
KIRC. The present study not only contributes to 
understanding the roles of ferroptosis and immu-
nity in the development of KIRC, but also to the 
diagnosis and prognosis of KIRC, although it re-
mains to be further studied.
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Introduction

The latest edition of global cancer statistics 
shows that kidney cancer is the sixteenth most 
common cancer1. In 2020, there were more than 

400,000 new cases (2.2%) and approximately 
180,000 cases of kidney cancer. Kidney renal clear 
cell carcinoma (KIRC) is a malignant cancer orig-
inating from the renal epithelium that accounts for 
approximately 75% of kidney cancer cases2. Al-
though the overall 5-year survival rate of KIRC is 
approximately 75%, treatment of patients with ad-
vanced and metastatic KIRC remains a significant 
challenge because of its resistance to chemother-
apy and radiation therapy3. Moreover, more than 
30% of patients with KIRC develop metastasis4. 
The 5-year survival rate of patients with metasta-
sis is lower than 10%, and the median survival is 
only 13 months5. Early diagnosis failure and drug 
resistance are widely believed to be the main rea-
sons for the poor prognosis of patients with met-
astatic KIRC. Therefore, the development of new 
drugs and identification of new biomarkers play 
important roles in the treatment and prognosis of 
KIRC6. 

Recent evidence7,8 indicates that multiple tar-
geted therapies have improved the long-term 
survival of advanced-stage KIRC. Regulation of 
ferroptosis and immunity are novel therapeutic 
targets for treating cancer that have been discov-
ered in recent years. Moreover, a large amount of 
evidence has shown that ferroptosis can regulate 
anticancer immunity by interacting with immune 
cells, such as NK cells and CD8+ T cells9-11. Ferro-
ptosis attenuates antitumor immunity by affecting 
cDC1s and NK cells12. Previous studies13,14 have 
also shown that ferroptosis and the immune sys-
tem may have synergistic effects with respect to 
cancer treatment. Therefore, in the present study, 
we conducted an integrated analysis of ferropto-
sis- and immune-related genes to explore their 
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pathogenesis and to identify potential biomarkers 
for tumorigenesis, diagnosis, and prognosis.

Materials and Methods

Patients Data Acquisition and 
Differential Expression Analyses

The count data of RNA_sequencing (RNA_
seq) and corresponding clinical information of 
530 patients with KIRC and 72 controls were 
downloaded from the TCGA database (available 
at: https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/repository).

The DESeq2 R package was used to screen the 
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between 
the controls and patients with KIRC, as well as 
between patients with KIRC with a high-risk val-
ue and those with a low-risk value. The criteria 
were set as follows: mean ≥ 500, |logFoldChange| 
≥ 1, and p adj < 0.05.

Identification of Ferroptosis-  
and Immune-related DEGs

The recognized ferroptosis- and immune-relat-
ed (FI) genes were downloaded from the FerrDb 
(available at: http://www.zhounan.org/ferrdb) and 
ImmPort (available at: http://www.immport.org) 
databases, respectively. Overlapping analyses 
were performed on DEGs and FI-genes to iden-
tify differentially expressed ferroptosis- and im-
mune-related genes (FI-DEGs).

Construction and Validation  
of a Prognosis Model

Patients with KIRC were divided into low- 
and high-expression cohorts, according to the 
median expression value of each FI-DEG. Uni-
variate Cox regression analyses were used to 
evaluate the relationship of the FI-DEGs with 
the overall survival of KIRC patients, followed 
by least absolute shrinkage and selection oper-
ator (LASSO) regression analyses. Multivariate 
Cox regression analysis was used to screen for 
candidate biomarkers. 

According to a previous method, candidate 
biomarkers were used to evaluate the risk value 
of each patient. Risk score=, where n represents 
the gene number, Coei represents the coefficient 
value, and Expi represents the gene expression 
level15. We developed a comprehensive index of 
ferroptosis and immune status (CIFI) using the 
risk values. CIFI = (risk score - min)/Max15. The 
Youden index was used as an optimal cut-off val-
ue to regroup patients with KIRC.

Construction and Validation 
of a Diagnosis Model

A diagnostic model integrating candidate bio-
markers was established to distinguish KIRC from 
normal subjects using a stepwise logistic regres-
sion method. Diagnostic scores were identified as 
follows: LOGIT = 0.551 + (0.205 × LTB4R ex-
pression level) + (0.166 × MET expression level) 
+ (0.155 × HMOX1 expression level) + (0.133 × 
BID expression level)15. 

Estimation of Tumor-Infiltrating Immune 
Cells

The proportion of different tumor-infiltrating 
immune cells and factors were downloaded from 
the Tumor IMmune Estimation Resource (avail-
able at: https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/). Pear-
son correlation analyses were used to evaluate the 
relationship between ESTIMATE, immune cells, 
immune factors, and the CIFI value.

Functional Enrichment and Interaction 
analyses

The Database for Annotation, Visualization 
and Integrated Discovery (DAVID, v. 6.8) was 
used to perform Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyo-
to Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
pathway enrichment analyses using the default 
parameters. STRING (11) was used to assess pro-
tein-protein interactions using the default param-
eters, and Cytoscape (3.7.2) was used to visualize 
protein-protein interactions.

Statistical Analysis
An unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test was 

used, as indicated. All results were expressed as 
mean ± SEM.

Results 

Identification of FI-DEGs as Prognosis 
Biomarkers

A total of 2,336 DEGs (1,455 DEGs were up-
regulated and 881 DEGs were downregulated) 
were identified by analyzing the RNA_seq count 
data of patients with KIRC. Out of which, 545 
FI-DEGs (62 ferroptosis-related DEGs and 483 
immune-related DEGs) were identified by over-
lapping analysis (Figure 1a). Univariate Cox re-
gression analyses revealed that 96 FI-DEGs were 
associated with OS in KIRC (Figure 1b). The in-
teractions between these 96 FI-DEGs are shown 
in Figure 1c. To avoid over-fitting, we introduced 
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LASSO analyses for the 96 FI-DEGs (Figure 1d-
1e) and found that 19 FI-DEGs were still associ-
ated with the OS of KIRC (Figure 1f). 

To obtain and verify suitable biomarkers, we 
first randomly divided the patients into two co-
horts (training and validation cohorts). Subse-
quently, multivariate Cox regression analyses 
were performed for the 19 FI-DEGs in the train-
ing cohort, and we found that four FI-DEGs were 
independently associated with the OS of patients 
with KIRC (Figure 1g). The expression of these 
four FI-DEGs was markedly increased in patients 
with KIRC (Figure 1h). Patients with low expres-

sion of BID, MET, and LTB4R displayed bet-
ter OS, whereas patients with low expression of 
HMOX1 displayed worse OS (Figure 1i-1l).

Construction and Validation  
of the Prognosis Model

Based on previous studies, we constructed a 
CIFI risk assessment model using four FI-DEGs 
in the training cohort. The CIFI value (top) and 
survival status (bottom) of each patient with 
KIRC are shown in Figure 2a. Patients with KIRC 
and high CIFI values displayed worse OS (Fig-
ure 2b). Receiver operating characteristic curve 

Figure 1. Identification of FI-DEGs as Prognosis Biomarkers. a, Approximately, 545 FI-DEGs were identified by overlapping 
analyses. b, Univariate Cox regression analyses identified 96 FI-DEGs associated with the OS of KIRC. c, The protein interac-
tions of those 96 FI-DEGs. d-e, Over-fitting analyses for those 96 FI-DEGs. f, 19 FI-DEGs were identified to be associated with 
the OS of KIRC by univariate Cox regression analyses. g, Four FI-DEGs were identified to be associated with the OS of KIRC 
by multivariate Cox regression analyses. h, The expression status of the four FI-DEGs between the controls and KIRC patients. 
i-l, Overall survival curve of those four FI-DEGs in the training cohort. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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(ROC) analysis indicated that the area under the 
ROC curve (AUC) reached 0.73 (Figure 2c). Ad-
ditionally, we performed a time-dependent ROC 
curve analysis. The AUC values of the prognostic 
model in the training cohort reached 0.71, 0.72, 
0.75, and 0.72 at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years, respectively 
(Figure 2c). Principal component analysis showed 
that the patients with KIRC with high-risk values 
could be well distinguished from those with low-
risk values (Figure 2d).

To determine whether the model was feasible, 
we performed similar analyses in both the valida-
tion cohort and the entire cohort. Similar results 
are shown in Figure 2e-2l. In particular, we found 
that the AUC values of the CIFI risk model in the 
validation cohort and entire cohort were 0.67 and 
0.70, respectively (Figure 2g and 2k). Patients 
with KIRC with low-risk values could be distin-
guished from those with high-risk values (Figure 
2h, 2l).

Independent Prognostic Evaluation  
of the Prognosis Model

To determine whether the CIFI risk model and 
different clinical characteristics, including patho-
logic TNM, pathologic stage, age, and sex, can be 
used as independent diagnostic factors, we per-
formed univariate and multivariate Cox regression 
analyses for those signatures in the entire cohort. In 
the CIFI risk model, age and pathologic NM were 
independently associated with the OS of patients 
with KIRC (Figure 3a-3b). ROC analyses were then 
performed for the CIFI risk model and to determine 
the clinical characteristics. Although in the CIFI risk 
model, pathologic NM, and age were independently 
associated with the OS of KIRC patients, the AUC 
value of the CIFI risk model was higher than that of 
the pathologic NM and age (Figure 3c). 

Moreover, we investigated the expression status 
of these four FI-DEGs between patients with KIRC 
with high and low CIFI risk values. The expression 

Figure 2. Construction and validation of CIFI as prognosis model. a, e, and i, CIFI value (up) and survival status (down) for 
each patient in the training cohort (a), validation cohort (e), and entire cohort (i). b, f, and j, Overall survival curve of patients 
with KIRC with different CIFI value in the training cohort (b), validation cohort (f), and entire cohort (j). c, g, and k, ROC 
curve of risk assessment model in the training cohort (c), validation cohort (g), and entire cohort (k). d, h, and l, Distribution 
of patients with different CIFI value in the training cohort (d), validation cohort (h), and entire cohort (l) by PCA analyses. Red 
indicates the patients with KIRC with high CIFI risk value. Blue indicates the patients with KIRC with low CIFI risk value.
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of BID, MET, and LTB4R considerably increased, 
whereas the expression of HMOX1 markedly de-
creased in patients with KIRC with high CIFI risk 
values (Figure 3d). Correlation analyses indicated 
that the CIFI value was positively correlated with 
BID, MET, and LTB4R, and negatively correlated 
with HMOX1 (Figure 3e).

Since pathologic NM, age, and the CIFI risk 
model were independently associated with the OS 
of KIRC, we also analyzed the expression of these 
four FI-DEGs and CIFI values in different age and 
NM groups. The results are shown in Figures 3f-3k.

The Immune Cell Infiltration Landscape 
in KIRC

To determine the relationship between the 
CIFI risk model and immunity, we first performed 
ESTIMATE analyses for the controls and pa-
tients with KIRC and found that the estimated 
score, stromal score, and immune score marked-
ly increased in the KIRC patients (Figure 4a-4c). 
Moreover, the tumor purity score markedly de-
creased in patients with KIRC (Figure 4d). Cor-

relation analyses showed that the CIFI value was 
not correlated with the four ESTIMATE scores 
(Figure 4e) but was markedly correlated with sev-
eral immune cells (Figure 4f).

We also performed similar analyses for the 
KIRC patients with different CIFI risk values. 
The estimated score, stromal score, and tumor 
purity markedly increased in patients with KIRC 
with high CIFI values (Figure 4g-4i). There was 
no significant difference between the patients with 
different CIFI risk scores (Figure 4j). Moreover, 
correlation analyses also showed that the CIFI 
value was not correlated with the four ESTIMATE 
scores (Figure 4k) but was markedly correlated 
with several immune cells (Figure 4l).

Immune-Related Pathways Were 
Enriched in the High CIFI Risk Group

To further determine whether there was a dif-
ference in immunity between patients with KIRC 
and different CIFI risks, we carried out differen-
tial expression analyses and found that there were 
132 DEGs (116 upregulated DEGs and 16 down-

Figure 3. Independent prognostic values of the 4 FI-DEGs. a, Univariate Cox regression analyses illustrated six clinical char-
acteristics and CIFI value were correlated with OS of patients with KIRC. b, Multivariate Cox regression analyses illustrated 
three clinical characteristics and CIFI value were correlated with the OS of patients with KIRC independently. c, ROC curve of 
different clinical characteristics and CIFI value. d, The expression status of those four prognostic biomarkers in the groups with 
different CIFI value. e, Correlation of the four FI-DEGs with the CIFI value. f-k, CIFI score and expression of four FI-DEGs 
within different clinical characteristics. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Figure 4. Correlation analyses of CIFI with immunity. a-d, Immune score between normal and patients with KIRC in all sam-
ples (controls and KIRC patients). a, estimate score. b, stromal score. c, immune purity. d, tumor purity. e, Correlation analyses 
of ESTIMATE score with the four prognostic biomarkers in all samples (controls and KIRC patients). f, Correlation analyses of 
CIFI value with the immune cells in all samples (controls and KIRC patients). g-j, Immune score between control and patients 
with KIRC in all samples (controls and KIRC patients). g, estimate score. h, stromal score. i, immune purity. j, tumor purity. k, 
Correlation analyses of ESTIMATE score with the four prognostic biomarkers in patients with different CIFI value (low CIFI 
and high CIFI). l, Correlation analyses of CIFI value with the immune cells in patients with different CIFI value (low CIFI and 
high CIFI). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Figure 5. Enrichment analyses for the DEGs among the patients with different CIFI. a, Top 10 of Enrichment of different Biological Process. b, Top 10 of Enrichment of different 
Cellular Component. c, Top 10 of Enrichment of different Molecular Function. d, Top 10 of Enrichment of different signaling pathways.
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regulated DEGs). We performed GO and KEGG 
analyses for the 132 DEGs. The top 10 enriched 
GO and KEGG pathways are shown in Figure 5. 
Several immune-related GO and KEGG pathways 
were enriched, such as the positive regulation of 
B cell activation, immune response, and cyto-
kine-cytokine receptor interaction (Figure 5a, 5d). 

Construction and Validation  
of the Diagnosis Model

To understand whether these four candidate 
biomarkers could be used as diagnostic biomark-
ers for KIRC, we first performed a stepwise logis-
tic regression analysis and constructed a diagnosis 
model (Figure 6a). The expression of these four 
FI-DEGs was markedly correlated with LOGIT 
expression (Figure 6b). The LOGIT score was 
considerably increased in patients with KIRC 
(Figure 6c). We then carried out validation anal-
yses and found that the sensitivity and specificity 
of the diagnosis model were 0.9547 and 0.9861, 
respectively (Table I). The AUC value of the diag-
nostic model was 0.9781 (Figure 6d).

Discussion

KIRC is a malignant cancer originating from 
the renal epithelium, which accounts for approx-

imately 75% of kidney cancer cases2. Previous 
studies16 have demonstrated that 60% of patients 
with KIRC die within the first 2-3 years, and 30% 
of the patients with KIRC are always diagnosed 
with metastases. The prognosis of patients with 
metastatic KIRC is poor17-19; therefore, it is im-
portant to identify reliable biomarkers for the di-
agnosis and prognosis of KIRC.

In the current study, we first downloaded the 
corresponding data from 72 controls and 530 
patients with KIRC from the TCGA database. 
We performed univariate Cox regression anal-
yses, followed by LASSO analyses, for the 367 
FI-DEGs and found that 19 FI-DEGs correlated 
with OS. We then performed multivariate Cox re-
gression analyses for the 19 FI-DEGs and found 
that four FI-DEGs independently correlated with 
the OS of KIRC patients. We constructed a risk 
assessment model using these four FI-DEGs and 
evaluated their feasibility for predicting the prog-
nosis of KIRC. These results indicate that the four 
FI-DEGs could be used as prognostic biomarkers 
for KIRC, as measured by the AUC evaluation. 
Additionally, we constructed a diagnostic model 
using the four FI-DEGs. The results indicate that 
these four FI-DEGs could also be used as diag-
nostic biomarkers for KIRC, as measured by their 
sensitivity and specificity. BID (BH3 Interacting 
Domain Death agonist) is a pro-apoptotic member 

Figure 6. Construction of the diagnosis model. a, the β value of the four FI-DEGs analyzed by stepwise logistic regression. b, 
Correlation analysis of those 4 FI-DEGs with diagnosis values. c, Diagnosis values between normal and patients with KIRC. d, 
ROC curves of the diagnostic model. *** p < 0.001.  
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of the Bcl-2 family. Gryko et al20 found that BID 
expression was positive in 53.6% of patients with 
gastric cancer. Al-Asmari et al21 found that scor-
pion venom could attenuate the invasion of col-
orectal and breast cancer cell lines. Moreover, the 
anticancer effect of scorpion venom is associated 
with the downregulation of BID21. Orzechowska 
et al22 found that BID could be a potential thera-
peutic target for cervical carcinoma and advanced 
prostate cancer. In the present study, we found 
that the expression of BID markedly increased 
and correlated with the OS of KIRC patients, rein-
forcing the relationship between BID and cancer. 
Activation of the MET tyrosine kinase receptor 
pathway is associated with the appearance of sev-
eral hallmarks of cancer23. In renal cancer, Chen 
et al24 found that the expression of MET increased 
in 8 of 10 KIRC tissue samples compared to that 
in the adjacent normal tissue. MET expression 
was independently associated with OS in KIRC. 
Macher-Goeppinger et al25 found that high MET 
expression and MET copy number gains were as-
sociated with an aggressive phenotype and unfa-
vorable patient outcomes. These results indicate 
that MET may be a prognostic biomarker for 
KIRC. In the current study, we found that KIRC 
expression was considerably increased in patients 
with KIRC and was correlated with the OS of 
KIRC. The present study reinforced the feasibility 
of MET as a prognostic biomarker for KIRC. LT-
B4R (Leukotriene B4 receptor) is a member of the 
GPCR family. In general, tumor tissues displayed 
higher levels of LTB4R expression than the nor-
mal tissues26. Ihara et al27 found that suppression 
of the LTB4 signaling pathway could induce 
apoptosis and suppress cell proliferation in colon 
cancer. Tong et al28 found that LTB4 increased the 
proliferation of pancreatic cancer cell lines. How-
ever, the LTB4R antagonist LY293111 caused 
both time- and concentration-dependent inhibi-
tion of the pancreatic cancer cell lines28. We found 
that the expression of LTB4R markedly increased 
in patients with KIRC, which is consistent with 
other cancers. Additionally, Wu et al29 also found 
that LTB4R may be a novel immune-related prog-
nostic biomarker for KIRC. The present study fur-
ther confirmed the possibility of using LTB4R as a 
prognostic biomarker for KIRC30. HMOX1 (heme 
oxygenase-1) is a stress-induced enzyme that cat-
alyzes the degradation of heme to carbon mon-
oxide, iron, and biliverdin. HMOX1 is frequently 
upregulated in different types of tumors and cor-
relates with tumor progression, aggressiveness, 
resistance to therapy, and poor prognosis31. Ren 

et al32 found that downregulation of HMOX1 pro-
moted apoptosis and inhibited proliferation and 
invasion of gastric cancer cell lines. Chang et al33 
found that HMOX1 is markedly related to the OS 
of patients with KIRC. In addition, Zhao et al34 
found that high expression of HMOX1 predicts 
poor prognosis in ovarian cancer patients and pro-
motes proliferation and aggressiveness of ovarian 
cancer cells.

Additionally, there have been several studies 
on ferroptosis- and immune-related genes as bio-
markers of KIRC. Hong et al35 found 12 molec-
ular signatures that could be prognosis biomark-
ers35. The AUC value of the risk model based on 
the 12 signatures was > 0.7. Similarly, Wu et al36 
also found that six genes (TRAF6, FYN, IKBKG, 
LAT2, C2, IL4, EREG, TRAF2, and IL12A) could 
be prognostic factors for KIRC. This model had 
good sensitivity and specificity because the AUC 
value at five years was over 0.712. Although the 
AUC values in our present model were compara-
ble to theirs, we used fewer prognostic biomarker 
genes. This situation increases the feasibility of 
the application of the proposed model.

Conclusions

Regulation of ferroptosis and immunity is a 
novel treatment option for patients with cancers 
that have been determined in recent years. In the 
present study, we constructed a diagnostic and 
prognostic model for KIRC using ferroptosis and 
immune-related genes as biomarkers. Our study 
not only contributes to our understanding of the 
roles of ferroptosis and immunity in development, 
but also contributes to the diagnosis and prognosis 
of KIRC, although it remains to be further studied 
whether these four biomarkers could actually be 
used in the clinic.
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